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Synopsis

Access Code Not included  Bruce Goldstein’s COGNITIVE PSYCHOLOGY: CONNECTING MIND, RESEARCH, AND EVERYDAY EXPERIENCE connects the study of cognition to your everyday life. A wealth of concrete examples and illustrations help you understand the theories of cognition-driving home both the scientific importance of the theories and their relevance to your daily life. This accessible book introduces you to landmark studies and cutting-edge research that define this fascinating field. To help you further experiment with and understand the concepts in the text, COGLAB: THE ONLINE COGNITION LAB, AVAILABLE SEPARATELY contains dozens of classic experiments designed to help you learn about cognitive concepts and how the mind works.
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Customer Reviews

I just have to use it for a class I’m taking, but I feel like it only touches on some important people/events/experiments and delves too much into things that don't pertain to the chapter or section. I am also particularly peeved that the author spent 4 paragraphs in excruciating detail to explain how flow charts work as if people don’t already know how they work. Does the textbook do it’s job at explaining stuff? Yes. Does it over-explain some trivial topics and is just a waste of pages? Also yes. It teaches you what you need to know, but to me, the book is just okay.

I have read several psychology books throughout my college career, and this one is by far the most well written textbook I have ever read. This author does a great job of explaining things, and giving
examples that really let you relate concepts to every day life. He makes it easy to learn and not just read and forget.

Bought the new version solely because I wanted the Coglab bundle. The book did not come with Coglab so I had to pay an extra $50 in addition to the full price of the new textbook. It is unclear that the book does not come with Coglab as it is mentioned in the info section.

Super frustrated because the distribution says it comes with the COGLAB which I need for my class. We are poor enough and strapped for time already being in college. The last thing we need is "trusted" sites like this taking advantage of us. Make the description clearer. I will be returning this.

I should write a bad review, because I hate school and textbooks, but it was in good condition.

Great quality especially for it to be in used condition! Better than I expected.

As described.

Ok with it.
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